Dartmouth Alumni Travel

October 28–November 4, 2017

LAND PROGRAM

Dartmouth Alumni Travel

Full Price $3,225
Special Savings $3,095
Special Price* $3,025

*Special Price valid if paid by the date found on the address panel. 

All prices quoted are in USD, per person, based on double occupancy and do not include air transportation costs. Additional costs include airfare, ground transportation, taxes, and insurance. Single accommodations are on an additional $495 surcharge. A deposit of $400 is due at the time of reservation. Final payment is due no later than August 31, 2017. Full payment must be received by August 31, 2017. Cancellation of trip options before this program, please contact Alumni Travel at 800-323-7373 for further details. If this program does not meet the minimum number of participants, Alumni Travel reserves the right to cancel the program and refund all deposits. A commitment to pay using a credit card number is required. This program is for all levels of mobility and fitness to travel. 

To ensure your seat on this once-in-a-lifetime trip, please register by September 13, 2017. Payment plan is available. 

Please note: This program is subject to changes in itinerary and schedules. No revisions to the printed itinerary are possible. Flights may be subject to change or cancellation. After departure, if the reservations are changed, you will be charged a $250 administrative fee. No exceptions. 

Let us arrange your flights! 

Italian luxury travel specialists will arrange your flights. The price of air transportation offered is based on Ad- 

anced Purchase Fares. After July 1st, 2017, surcharge increases may be added to these fares. All flights are subject to change at or before the time of departure. No revisions of the printed itinerary are possible. Flights may be subject to change or cancellation. After departure, if the reservations are changed, you will be charged a $250 administrative fee. No exceptions. 

For travel to Barcelona, Spain, to depart from: 

Please contact me regarding air options. You may choose, at the time of cancellation, to apply the withheld administrative fee to a future trip by Salvador Dalí, artist and filmmaker. The DALI Lab is an experiential learning lab where students design and develop technology tools that merge art, science, design and marketing, advertising, and/or training activities. 

Traveling through the city of Barcelona, the Dalí Museum in Figueres, Spain. The DALI Lab got its name and inspiration from a trip to Salvador Dalí’s home and studio in Portlligat, Spain and the 

Please note: This program is subject to changes in itinerary and schedules. No revisions to the printed itinerary are possible. Flights may be subject to change or cancellation. After departure, if the reservations are changed, you will be charged a $250 administrative fee. No exceptions. 

2. The Works of Antoni Gaudi

Gaudi is inspired by Salvador’s ability to transform the ordinary into the extraordinary. In 

Please note: This program is subject to changes in itinerary and schedules. No revisions to the printed itinerary are possible. Flights may be subject to change or cancellation. After departure, if the reservations are changed, you will be charged a $250 administrative fee. No exceptions. 

Please note: This program is subject to changes in itinerary and schedules. No revisions to the printed itinerary are possible. Flights may be subject to change or cancellation. After departure, if the reservations are changed, you will be charged a $250 administrative fee. No exceptions. 

Dear Alumni, Parents, and Friends of Dartmouth,

Please join us on an exciting exploration of Catalonia, including the city of Barcelona and its signature architectural masterpieces. Over 1,000 years, Gaudi savored the height of Barcelonese culture and the inimitable Catalonian culture. Experience world-renowned Barcelona in style, art, architecture, and culture and experience some original Gaudi’s most iconic buildings and works. To see Barcelona’s most iconic buildings and masterpieces in the city, you must pay a visit to the basilica of Santa Maria del Mar in the heart of the city.

Please note: This program is subject to changes in itinerary and schedules. No revisions to the printed itinerary are possible. Flights may be subject to change or cancellation. After departure, if the reservations are changed, you will be charged a $250 administrative fee. No exceptions. 

Transportation and insurance is available. An application will be sent after you reserve. Please contact me regarding insurance options. 

Please note: This program is subject to changes in itinerary and schedules. No revisions to the printed itinerary are possible. Flights may be subject to change or cancellation. After departure, if the reservations are changed, you will be charged a $250 administrative fee. No exceptions. 

Lorie Loeb

Director of Lifelong Learning and Travel
Dartmouth College

Let us arrange your flights!

Oct. 27–Nov. 4, 2017

AHI FlexiRate 

For more information, please visit our website at www.alumni.dartmouth.edu/travel

Please note: This program is subject to changes in itinerary and schedules. No revisions to the printed itinerary are possible. Flights may be subject to change or cancellation. After departure, if the reservations are changed, you will be charged a $250 administrative fee. No exceptions.
A World Apart

The story of travel involves more than a ticket and a passport. It’s about becoming a part of the situation you’re experiencing. With AHI’s best-in-class travel professionals at your side, become intimately engaged with the very fabric of your destination. With these specialists at your side, become intimately engaged with the very fabric of your destination.

The incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized care you receive from your Travel Director and the knowledge you garner from your expert, English-speaking guides, who call this home. By immersing yourself in your travel director’s world, you’ll emerge more knowledgeable, more informed, and more experienced than when you arrived.

The other important characters in this story are the guides you’ll be with during your journey, and the local people who will join you in this exploration. Local people are the eyes of Picasso.

Barcelona... A City of Firsts

Over the past 80 years, AHI has helped millions of travelers discover the world. Through the stories of our guests, we’ve been able to gather a collection of Picasso’s artwork. A selection of his earliest works.

Barcelona — Through the Eyes of Picasso.

The incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized care you receive from your Travel Director and the knowledge you garner from your expert, English-speaking guides, who call this home. By immersing yourself in your travel director’s world, you’ll emerge more knowledgeable, more informed, and more experienced than when you arrived.

The other important characters in this story are the guides you’ll be with during your journey, and the local people who will join you in this exploration.

Barcelona... A City of Firsts

Over the past 80 years, AHI has helped millions of travelers discover the world. Through the stories of our guests, we’ve been able to gather a collection of Picasso’s artwork. A selection of his earliest works.
Dear Alumni, Parents, and Friends of Dartmouth,

Please join us on an exciting exploration of Barcelona, featuring the best of Barcelona and Catalonia. Over 28 travelers will be hosted by AHI Travel. This program is open to alumni, parents, and friends of Dartmouth College.

Heritage sites featured in this program.

The Works of Antoni Gaudí

Casa Batllo

Van Gogh's influential portraits are found at the Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam, and the Dalí Museum in Figueres, Spain.

Digital Arts Leadership and Innovation (DALI) Lab.

The DALI Lab got its name and mission is to deliver 28 TRAVELERS

Please call or refer to our

Immerse yourself in Barcelona's history, art, architecture and cuisine and experience its highly original flair. See Barcelona's most iconic landmarks and venture outside the city to nearby fascinating destinations for a travel stress-free with AHI FlexAir.

Barcelona, Spain, to depart from:

Please contact me regarding air options.

Please send me information on upgrading my flights.

Lorie is also the President/co-Founder of TellEmotion, Inc, a social entrepreneurship start-up aimed at motivating people to approach work with a spirit of creativity, whimsy and innovation that students design and develop technology tools that merge art, science, design and entrepreneurship.

Students from Dartmouth College join钡me from other universities for the Digital Arts Leadership and Innovation (DALI) Lab. The DALI Lab got its name and mission is to deliver digital arts leadership and innovation to students with entrepreneurial ideas.

Participants approach work with a spirit of creativity, whimsy and innovation that students design and develop technology tools that merge art, science, design and entrepreneurship.

Please note: this program is subject to change due to circumstances beyond our control. All programs are subject to reasonable, time-sensitive modifications.

For more information, please call 800-323-7373 or contact us online at www.alumnidartmouth.edu/travel.
A World Apart

in the rhythm of Barcelona, adding another memorable chapter to
and lecturers, whose regional expertise shines in their insider
and important by creating a convivial, welcoming atmosphere.
Director allows you to immerse yourself comfortably in your
gain from expert guides and lecturers, who call this area home.
begins with our commitment to delivering authentic experiences
It should weave together discovery, education and humanity, the
With these specialists at your side, become intimately engaged
The incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized
close to you personally and provide tailored, unstinting service.
Other important characters in this story are the guides and lecturers,
their insiders’ perspective. From suggesting the best café or pub to

ACTIVE TRAVEL FOR CULTURAL EXPLORERS

ACCOMMODATIONS

1. Seven nights in Barcelona, Spain, at the 4-Star H10 Marqués de Barcelona Hotel.
2. All meals, including welcome and farewell dinners.
3. All ground transportation, including airport transfers, baggage handling, and internal flights.
4. Free time exploring the city on your own.

EXCURSIONS

1. Half-day excursion to Montserrat.
2. Half-day excursion to the beach town of Sitges.
3. Visit to the Picasso Museum.

TRANSPORTATION

1. All ground transportation, including airport transfers, baggage handling, and internal flights.
2. Free time exploring the city on your own.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. To maximize the experience, please plan to arrive in Barcelona on day one.
2. Wear comfortable walking shoes as the city is easily explored on foot.
3. Bring a sturdy bag for carrying your belongings.

INFORMATION

1. Our travel experts have carefully selected this first-class property for its prime location near the Passeig de Gràcia. It is ideally situated
2. The hotel is adjacent to the famous Park Güell, and only a short walk from La Rambla and Plaça Catalunya.
3. The hotel features a rooftop pool, a fitness center, and a restaurant serving contemporary cuisine.
4. The staff are friendly and attentive, providing a welcoming atmosphere for your stay.
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A World Apart

The story of a lifetime is in the rhythm of Barcelona, adding another memorable chapter to the rich story of your life. Improving surroundings. This high-caliber professional makes you feel safe and secure, gaining from expert guides and lecturers, who call this area home. It should weave together discovery, education and humanity, the perspectives and commentary. Insuring things within its neighborhoods. Walk through the Barri Gòtic, where medieval knights once jousted. Enjoy your final farewell dinner at a local restaurant sharing a laugh over the stories of the day, our dedicated team takes their insiders’ perspective. From suggesting the best café or pub to their insights. questions, people who live there? We’ve specially selected informed and enthusiastic local professional guides who understand the needs of their knowledge deepens your appreciation for the region and its heritage. These experts stand at your side, become intimately engaged in the rhythm of Barcelona, adding another memorable chapter to the rich story of your life.

EXPERIMENTING MASTERS

The History of

Catalan architecture, Antoni Gaudí (1852-1926), he labored for 43 years on its creation until his passing. After assuming the project in 1883, he worked on the building until his death in 1926. At 22 years old, the monumental Barcelona Cathedral was ready for exploration.

Admire the modernist architecture of

Salvador Dalí. At the Dalí Theater-Museum, visit the world-renowned Salvador Dalí Museum, housed in the historic town of Figueres, about an hour’s drive from Barcelona, with the Dalí Theater-Museum, visit the world-renowned Salvador Dalí Museum, housed in the historic town of Figueres, about an hour’s drive from Barcelona.

LOCAL FLAVOR: каталонська кулинарная атмосфера

Learn to make delicious Catalán cuisine during a hands-on cooking class. Enjoy your final farewell dinner at a local restaurant sharing a laugh over the stories of the day, our dedicated team takes their insiders’ perspective. From suggesting the best café or pub to their insights. questions, people who live there? We’ve specially selected informed and enthusiastic local professional guides who understand the needs of their knowledge deepens your appreciation for the region and its heritage. These experts stand at your side, become intimately engaged in the rhythm of Barcelona, adding another memorable chapter to the rich story of your life.

EDUCATIONAL FOCUS: CONTEMPORARY CULINARY

Learn about the Catalan and Spanish cuisine during a hands-on cooking class. Enjoy your final farewell dinner at a local restaurant sharing a laugh over the stories of the day, our dedicated team takes their insiders’ perspective. From suggesting the best café or pub to their insights. questions, people who live there? We’ve specially selected informed and enthusiastic local professional guides who understand the needs of their knowledge deepens your appreciation for the region and its heritage. These experts stand at your side, become intimately engaged in the rhythm of Barcelona, adding another memorable chapter to the rich story of your life.

ACTIVE TRAVEL FOR CULTURAL EXPLORERS

Travelers enjoy an in-depth cultural experience, with visits to iconic landmarks and historical sites. Enjoy a walking tour of the historic city of Barcelona, with guided visits to Antoni Gaudí’s most famous works, including the Sagrada Familia, the Park Güell, and the Casa Batlló.

LOCAL FLAVOR: каталонська кулинарная атмосфера

Learn to make delicious Catalán cuisine during a hands-on cooking class. Enjoy your final farewell dinner at a local restaurant sharing a laugh over the stories of the day, our dedicated team takes their insiders’ perspective. From suggesting the best café or pub to their insights. questions, people who live there? We’ve specially selected informed and enthusiastic local professional guides who understand the needs of their knowledge deepens your appreciation for the region and its heritage. These experts stand at your side, become intimately engaged in the rhythm of Barcelona, adding another memorable chapter to the rich story of your life.
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MEALS

• Enjoy authentic regional specialties

• Enjoy an informative education programs

• Enjoy an informative education programs

• Enjoy an informative education programs

TRAVEL DIRECTOR

Informative educational programs, meals, activities, and enrichment programs allow you to hear every word from your expert guides and lecturers.
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• Enjoy an informative education programs

• Enjoy an informative education programs
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The incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized stories you create and the knowledge you gain from expert guides and lecturers, who call this area home. With these specialists at your side, become intimately engaged with local people.

A World Apart

The story of travel involves more than a ticket and a passport. The incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized stories you create and the knowledge you gain from expert guides and lecturers, who call this area home. With these specialists at your side, become intimately engaged with local people.

THE STORY OF TRAVEL Involves more than a Ticket and a Passport. Your Personal Travel Story

ARCHITECTURAL WONDERS

Experience the incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized stories you create and the knowledge you gain from expert guides and lecturers, who call this area home. With these specialists at your side, become intimately engaged with local people.

THE STORY OF TRAVEL Involves more than a Ticket and a Passport. Your Personal Travel Story

ARCHITECTURAL WONDERS

Experience the incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized stories you create and the knowledge you gain from expert guides and lecturers, who call this area home. With these specialists at your side, become intimately engaged with local people.
A World Apart

The story of elated emotion more than a ticket is a passport. It involves together discovery, education and humanity. The best way to reach them is guided tours and high-quality services. Today, Barcelona offers more than history and culture: entertainment, gastronomy, and more. Derive into both histories of human’s history, looking from its neighborhoods. Walk through the Gaudi’s cities; the story of the city can be seen from the window. Walk in the footsteps of Gaudi in the modernist district. Through the modernist city, you will find an endless story and metaphor. In Barcelona, you will find the city of the future: a city of sculptural, a city of imagination, a city of the past. In Barcelona, you will find the city of Gaudi, the city of architecture, the city of imagination.

It begins with our commitment to delivering authentic experiences and high-quality service. With these specialists at your side, become intimately engaged and gain from expert guides and lecturers, who call this area home. By eliminating logistical worries, your multilingual Travel Director will be ready to share his passion for his country with you. He or she will be happy to answer your questions about his or her home, we are here to ensure you have the adventure of a lifetime.

Educational Focus:

• A Day with Dalí –Figueres, Cadaqués, Port Lligat
• Explore the creative and original works of the artist Salvador Dalí, and visit the Dalí Theater-Museum, which is said to be the world’s largest surrealist art museum. This evening, enjoy dinner at a local restaurant and relax in your hotel.

LOCAL FLAVOR:

• Immerse yourself in Barcelona, and discover the city’s vibrant art, history, and culture. Continue to the Penedès wine country.
• The afternoon is at leisure. Visit the modernist, surreal Casa Batlló, then visit the Gaudí’s works at Park Güell, where you will be able to see an architectural marvel and landscape that is beyond anything you have seen before. In 1906, he established a private retreat there and continued to work there until his death in 1930. He never married and his works are often influenced by his love of natural forms.

In Transport – Barcelona – Through the Eyes of Picasso

• Visit the Picasso Museum. This museum contains the largest collections of works by the influential painter. Explore the modernist/contemporary. This evening, take public transportation to your hotel.

Planning a trip can be overwhelming. There are so many options, and it can be hard to know where to start. That’s why we’re here. Our team of experts has traveled extensively in Barcelona and can provide invaluable insights to help you plan your trip. We can help you decide where to stay, what to see, and how to get around. Whether you’re looking for the best restaurants, hotels, or activities, our team can help you make the most of your time in Barcelona. We know the city inside and out, and we’re here to help you have the trip of a lifetime.

Professional Travel Directors are your partners in planning a trip to Barcelona. They are knowledgeable about the city and can provide valuable insights to help you make the most of your time. They can help you find the best hotels, restaurants, and activities, and they can provide valuable tips for navigating the city. They can also help you plan your itinerary, and they can provide valuable advice for making the most of your visit.

A Day with Dalí – Figueres, Cadaqués, Port Lligat

• Explore the creative and original works of the artist Salvador Dalí, and visit the Dalí Theater-Museum, which is said to be the world’s largest surrealist art museum. This evening, enjoy dinner at a local restaurant and relax in your hotel.

LOCAL FLAVOR:

• Immerse yourself in Barcelona, and discover the city’s vibrant art, history, and culture. Continue to the Penedès wine country.
• The afternoon is at leisure. Visit the modernist, surreal Casa Batlló, then visit the Gaudí’s works at Park Güell, where you will be able to see an architectural marvel and landscape that is beyond anything you have seen before. In 1906, he established a private retreat there and continued to work there until his death in 1930. He never married and his works are often influenced by his love of natural forms.

In Transport – Barcelona – Through the Eyes of Picasso

• Visit the Picasso Museum. This museum contains the largest collections of works by the influential painter. Explore the modernist/contemporary. This evening, take public transportation to your hotel.

Planning a trip can be overwhelming. There are so many options, and it can be hard to know where to start. That’s why we’re here. Our team of experts has traveled extensively in Barcelona and can provide invaluable insights to help you plan your trip. We can help you decide where to stay, what to see, and how to get around. Whether you’re looking for the best restaurants, hotels, or activities, our team can help you make the most of your time in Barcelona. We know the city inside and out, and we’re here to help you have the trip of a lifetime.
Dartmouth Alumni Travel

Dear Alumni, Parents, and Friends of Dartmouth,

Please join us on an exciting exploration of Barcelona, beginning the last week of October and continuing through early November. We are excited to invite you to experience one of the world’s most vibrant cities, known for its rich history, art, architecture, and cuisine. The experience will include a visit to the Dalí Museum in Figueres, Spain. The DALI Lab is an experiential learning lab where students work on teams to complete a project related to digital arts leadership and innovation.

We are offering two travel packages: a Full Price option and a Special Savings option. The Full Price option includes air transportation and private transfers, while the Special Savings option allows travelers to make their own air arrangements and transfers. Both packages offer the opportunity to experience Barcelona’s history, art, architecture, and cuisine, as well as its highly original flair.

Please contact AHI Travel at 800-323-7373 or www.alumni.dartmouth.edu/travel to arrange your trip. Our personalized travel planning team is ready to assist you in booking flights. Our itinerary includes excursions to different sites within the city, including Casa Batlló and Casa Milà, as well as visits to the Gaudí sites featured in this trip.

Let us arrange your flights!

Oct. 27-Nov. 4, 2017
- Flights from New York-JFK or Newark-LGA to Barcelona-El Prat are provided by AHI Travel as part of the trip package. Travelers will be responsible for any additional costs incurred due to air transportation or private transfers.
- Please contact the flight provider directly for further information.
- Full Price: $3,245 (Special Savings: $250)

We look forward to welcoming you to Barcelona and enjoying this incredible journey together.

Lorie Lord
President/co-Founder of TellEmotion, Inc

Please note: AHI Travel reserves the right to hold any package in their discretion, subject to policy terms.

Trip #:18-23500W

Reserve your trip to Barcelona today!

October 28-November 4, 2017

The price of air transportation offered by AHI Travel is based on Ad-}
Let us arrange your flights! Oct. 27-Nov. 4, 2017

AIR TRANSPORT

- AHI FlexAir | Our reps are ready to assist you booking flights. The promotion of program offers the following advantages:
  - "flex guarantee" to protect you from last minute changes after ticket purchase
  - "refund guarantee" to protect your funds if the trip is cancelled

- FlexAir service to and from Barcelona airports.

- Air program offers the following advantages:
  - "flex guarantee" to protect you from last minute changes after ticket purchase
  - "refund guarantee" to protect your funds if the trip is cancelled

- Travel stress-free with AHI FlexAir.

Trip #: 18-23500W

Full Price                Special Savings

$2,995*                $2,695*

*Special Price valid if booked by the date found on the address panel.

VAT is an additional $295 per person.

To book your flights, please call 800-323-7373 or visit www.alumni.dartmouth.edu/travel.

Explore enchanting Barcelona on this exciting journey!

Barcelona Immersion

HONORING LORENZO D. CAUDI and the legacy ideas featured in his
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VAT is an additional $295 per person.
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Explore enchanting Barcelona on this exciting journey!

Barcelona Immersion

HONORING LORENZO D. CAUDI and the legacy ideas featured in his
**LAND PROGRAM**

**October 28-November 4, 2017**

**Full Price** $3,285  
**Special Savings** $2,985  
**Special Price** $3,285

*Special Price valid for guests listed above. Price based on double occupancy, all-inclusive air/land travel to Barcelona. Single accommodations are available for an additional $650. Limited availability.*

All prices quoted are in USD, per person, and are inclusive of taxes, air/land travel and all expenses except for optional excursions. Single accommodations are available on an additional $650. Limited availability. 

**Let us arrange your flights!**

Oct. 27-Nov. 4, 2017  
**AHI FlexAir**

**AHI FlexAir**

6068 Blunt Alumni Center  
Hanover, NH 03755-3590  
603-646-2111  
www.amherst.edu

**Explore enchanting Barcelona on this exciting journey!**

Dartmouth students can experience a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to live like locals and travel as a group. Dartmouth students will be able to immerse themselves in the local culture and learn about the city's history, art, architecture, and cuisine.

**Dartmouth Alumni Travel**

**OCTOBER 27-NOVEMBER 4, 2017**

**Barcelona**

**UNESCO**

**The Works of Antoni Gaudí**

Witness the innovative and inspires this program.

**Prize...**

Call or refer to our website for the most current program information and pricing.

**800-323-7373**

www.amherst.edu/travel

**Designer of Modern Art, the Sundance Film Festival, the NY Film Festival, the London Film Festival and the Whitney Biennial.**

Whiting Foundation Fellowships. Lorie is an artist as well as a technologist. Films she worked on won many awards, including the Golden Globe and the Academy Award. She worked on many notable projects, including the Dali Museum in Figueres, Spain. The DALI Lab is an experiential learning lab where students can apply their knowledge and skills to real-world projects.

Lorie Loeb is a Visiting Scholar in the Department of Computer Science and a faculty member at Dartmouth College. She specializes in computer vision and machine learning.
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